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US exceptionalism: the "Great Leap" 

Good fortnight for the fund, which has seen its two main
themes gain momentum: the reopening of China and its
positive impact on Europe, as well as US exceptionalism.
This last theme in particular has brought some positive
effects, rooted in the #bigflip we anticipated: end of the
central banks' pivot incantation, growing awareness of the
resilience of the American economy, end of the ingenuous
belief in a "immaculate disinflation".
The fund thus rose by approximately +450bps over the
fortnight. All the equity and interest rate strategies
(specially this last one) have payed out, with the SOFR
curves pivoting, but on the rise, as well as the stance of the
central banks.

Fund themes and positioning:
The repricing of rates has materialized in the United States
and we are reducing our arbitrage strategies on the
American curve. On the other hand, the rate hike cycle and
government refinancing in Europe should weigh on the
German curve and the Ester curves, towards which we are
refocusing, with a negative duration.

Outlook:
The fund maintains a long bias in European and Chinese
equities vs. Nasdaq and long carry through European high
yield credit.
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SUNNY PATRIMOINE 2.0 :      PERFORMANCE 
15-day :                    + 2.12 %
1-month :                  + 1.15 %
3-month :                 + 2.38 %
YTD :                        + 2.20 %

1y Volatility : 7.08 %

(AS OF 01/03/2023)

Source Sunny AM - Past performances and rankings are not indicative of future
performances and rankings and are not constant over time.

RISK CONTRIBUTION (IN %)

Source Sunny AM - Updated as of March 1, 2023

Maximum potential 1-day loss* : - 3,20 %

Equity Exposure

Credit Exposure

Sensitivity
-6.50

# of issuers

82

KEY INDICATORS FOREIGN EXCHANGE EXPOSURE

MAIN INVESTMENT TOPICS
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A global macro approach that identifies trends by

following a quantamental process (quantitative &

fundamental).

An exposure that uses a wide range of financial

instruments: commodities, currencies, interest rates,

ETFs, derivatives...

Directional (long and short) and long/short strategies 

Use of the expected shortfall risk measure CVaR to

protect the fund from volatility, default and liquidity

risks. 

Reminder of the associated risks 
Discretionary risk, capital loss risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, emerging markets risk, equity
risk, currency risk, derivatives risk, OTC derivatives risk, arbitrage risk, liquidity risk, risks
related to temporary acquisitions and sales of securities and the management of financial
guarantees, specific risks associated with perpetual bonds, specific risks associated with
convertible bonds, exchangeable bonds and bonds redeemable in shares.

*CVaR calculation method

SRRI            

ISIN part R : FR0011365642
ISIN part I :  FR0011365667

Standings - 3 years
(Quantalys)
 3 / 220

S T R A T E G Y  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  :  S H O R T  U S  R A T E S ,  S H O R T  €  R A T E S ,  L O N G  E Q U I T Y .

The resil ience of the US macroeconomy prompts investors to adopt a "risk-on"
approach, motivated by the disinflation trend of the past few months. It is the
"Great Leap" forward. This phenomenon induces our long equity strategy in the
short term. However, the normalization of inflation is not sustainable. Indeed, the
US labor market remains extremely solid and is not reacting to the Fed's rate hikes
(+400 bp). The only inflation that matters to central banks is not related to energy
and supply chain disruptions, but focused on wage growth. The recovery in
commodities and wage negotiations could lead to a reacceleration in inflation,
which would further delay the pivot in the Fed's monetary policy widely anticipated
by the markets. The "Great Leap" forward in risky asset classes followed by "Great
Leap" backward?

China reopening 
STRATEGY : LONG CHINESE TECH, LONG €
CYCLICALS, LONG COPPER & SILVER

The reopening of China could have a

moderate impact on global growth and a

very strong one on inflation. Indeed, it is the

services sector that has been heavily

penalized during the pandemic, while the

industries that affect the most the global

economy, i.e. infrastructure and real estate,

have been less impacted by lockdowns and

are still just as fragile.

Resynchronisation of central
banks
STRATEGY : LONG JPY/USD, LONG CNY/USD, LONG
AUD/USD

The injections of liquidity in China show us that
the desynchronization of central banks is still
very much alive. However, we are witnessing a
gradual transition towards resynchronization,
particularly in Japan, which is experiencing an
acceleration in its inflation. Its monetary
authorities have started normalizing interest
rates which is making the JPY more expensive
compared to other developed countries'
currencies.
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